
Introduction
The world’s largest office products company and second largest 
Internet retailer, Staples has served businesses and consumers 
for over 26 years. The company’s worldwide marketing efforts 
include a highly decentralized design and publishing operation that 
delivers retail support (in the form of in-store signage, shelf cards, 
flyers, direct mail, and email) as well as print catalogs and online 
campaigns.

Challenge
Staples’s design and publishing operations are extremely complex, 
involving different departments, marketing service providers, and 
printers. By early 2013, physical proofing cycles had become time- 
and labor-intensive, and associated paper costs were high. And the 
company’s process of having collaborators download and review 
PDF files took up a lot of bandwidth on company servers.

Solution
Staples discovered a comprehensive solution in Aproove, the digital 
content collaboration solution that enables enable 24/7 proofing, 
collaboration, project management, document acess, and signoff. 
“We began using Aproove in our European operations earlier this 
year, with great success,” says Marco van Dijk, Project and System 
Operations Manager for Staples. “Setup was a very simple process, 
easy for all our network users, and flexible.” In addition to named-
user accounts, Staples employees can send free guest account 
invitations to one-time participants, pointing them to the exact 
place where there input is needed.
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Solution (continued)
Aproove has become a powerful content collaboration solution 
for Staples. “It reduced the number of physical proofing cycles 
dramatically, with a resulting drop in paper costs and total time 
spent on proofing,” says van Dijk. “It also reduced the bandwidth 
occupation by preventing physical download of PDF files.” Another 
benefit has been the way comments are managed and stored in 
Aproove. “All activities on a PDF are traced and easy to export in 
various forms so management can use this information to fine tune 
the process.” 

Van Dijk has found Aproove, the company, to be a “truly innovative” 
technology partner for Staples. “Aproove is very easy to work 
with, and its staff is eager to hear requests from users,” he says. 
“However, we were pleased to see that they have kept the user 
interface simple, while improving the administrative power and 
functionality of the system.”

Benefits
•	 Saves	time	and	money – Aproove has cut marketing operations 

costs for Staples by eliminating many paper proofing cycles 
and reducing the strain on servers.

•	 Boosts	collaboration – Aproove makes it easy for Staples team 
members and outside partners to review, annotate, and sign off 
on marketing files.

•	 Easy	to	use – The system offers a simple interface and a 
clear workflow to help users complete their tasks quickly and 
efficiently.
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